Informations Tattoo
Prepare:
Come to your
appointment without time pressure, relaxed and with enough sleep. Eat well; you should not appear with an
empty stomach, because that can cause circulation problems. At least one day before your appointment you
should not drink alcohol, consume drugs or drink too much coffee, or else there will be too much lymph
coming out of the wound during the tattoo process. That can hinder the process and take unnecessary extra
time.
In case you have contact to dirt, dust (like flour, cement), blood, grease, oil, acid, high temperature, chlorine
water, and so on… at your place of work, try to place your appointment in your holidays or days off. If that is
not possible, inform your tattoo artists, so he can give you extra aftercare tips. Do not place your appointment
shortly before your vacation, when you are going to a very sunny region, where your fresh tattoo has daily
and extreme sun contact. Also you should go without visiting a tanning bed at least two days before your
appointment.Inform your tattoo artist about possible allergies, or bring your allergy pass. When you are HIV
positive or have hepatitis, inform us before your appointment. You should go without tattoos when you have
epilepsy, are diabetic, pregnant or hemophiliac.
Process:
We tattoo with electric machines and needles in to the leather skin under the surface skin. How much pain
you feel, depends on your personal pain feeling and witch body place you have chosen, but the pain always
is to tolerate. You will not notice single stings because the machines have a very high speed (about 60 stings
a second). Blood only comes rare and slight, merely lymph, like a light surface wound. In the age of aids and
other dangerous infections we only use disposable needles. All other tools that come in contact with your
skin are sterilized.
Wound Healing:
A wound comes into being when texture is destroyed or damaged. Destroyed cells are cause for an
inflammation, that activates the body own defense. By getting a tattoo the cells are not destroyed just slightly
damaged, for this reason the fresh tattoo will not become inflamed. Through the light injury the affected area
will turn light red and warm up the skin, that is a sign for higher circulation. A light swelling of the tattooed
area is a sign for a wound edema, that causes more water in the texture under the tattooed area. Physiological
the wound healing course is always the same. In our case with a new tattoo a regenerative wound healing
starts. That means surface wounds that only injure the epidermis (1. layer of skin) and parts of the corium’s
(2. layer of skin) heal regenerative. If the basal cells of the epidermis receive, what is the case here, a
complete regeneration will come to pass. With the right care, your skin will heal without scars (with the only
difference that colored pigments were brought under your skin that shapes the tattoo). Lastly you will
recognize no difference.
All other wounds heal reparative, but they don’t further bother us. Result, a tattoo is a light surface injury, with
the right care it heals easily so can enjoy your tattoo a life long.
Colors:
The colors we use in our studios, offer a high security, because the basic fluid is exclusive based on cosmetic
and pharmaceutics products.The pigments are pure and also under regularly analysis and tests in a chemical
technical laboratory. If you have allergies, we can check the contents with your allergy pass and see if we
can use the colors unscrupulous, but in that case we recommend you to consult a doctor.
"Biotattoos"
If you ask specialists like dermatologists or laser experts to this theme, they will react with a headshaking
and the explanation, that there is no such thing like that. So much ask to get written what they guarantee you
verbal, at latest by the following excuses you should notice.
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Aftercare Tattoos

1. After approximately two hours you can remove the saran wrap. You may now wash your tattoo with
lukewarm water and mild soap, pad dry it with a clean cloth (or papertowel) carefully. You should use a
panthenol-cream or a special tattoo-cream for further treatment. For the first week after tattooing you should
rewrap your tattoo with saran wrap after you cleaned and creamed it. Important: Do not scratch!! (If you
scratch or do not cream, or both, you will get scars!!) The healing will take about 14 days.

2. The tattoo must be creamed at least 4 times a day during the complete healing process. The skin may
never dry out. A crust develops on top of the tattoo witch must fall of by its self. In case of an inflammation
of the skin, only treat tattoo with panthenol cream, or if necessary, depending on the process of the
inflammation, seek medical advice. You are also welcome to see us here in the shop in cases of questions
or problems.

3. Do not go in to chlorine water (swim bath, whirl pool), and avoid sunlight (also tanning bed) for at least
two to four weeks after tattooing

4. The area at the tattoo should not sweat. You should therefore avoid strong transpiration. Clean and loosefitting clothes will reduce the risk of an infection. In case clothes do rub over the tattoo, cover it with saran
wrap after cleaning and creaming.

5. It is normal that the skin secrets lymph, blood and even tattooink in the first three to four days after
tattooing. In this case, clean the area with a clean and dry cloth or paper towel by dabbing the tattoo easily
and apply tattoo- or panthenol cream.

6. You can take showers as usual. You should not use shower gel on the tattoo, but rinse the tattooed area
with an easy jet of water. After that, dab the tattoo easily with a clean cloth or paper towel and immediately
apply cream! You should not take a bath during the healing – phase.
7. After around two to three weeks, when the tattoo is completely healed, Please visit us for a final check.
8. In case you have questions about the healing process of your tattoo, just drop in and ask us. We are there
for you also after the tattooing.
By following these simple rules you extremely minder the risk of getting an infections or scars also it will keep
you healthy.
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